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HEINOLA currently delivers production lines for sawmillers around 
the world. We must be able to respond to market demand through our 
expertise. This is why we are developing our products every day to 
make them even better on all parts of sawmilling processes. The focus 
of our development work is currently product standardisation. We’re 
striving to be able to offer all our customers highly standardised basic 
equipment, which can then be tailored to customer needs.

These needs are likely to grow in the near future. One important 
part of our business is business support services for our customers. 
The share of services is almost certainly likely to show continuous 
growth in the future. The form and content may change, but demand 
and supply will grow. Services correlate directly with operating 
reliability. The reliability of equipment and operations improves our 
customers’ business productivity.
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EDGING
modernisation projects 

HEINOLA has recently completed numerous edging modernisation projects, which 
have involved replacing the equipment, scanning devices and automation. Typical 
deliveries have been renewal of the equipment in the edger infeed by replacing the 
unscrambler and cassette conveyor in front of centring to provide greater capacity. 
The scanners have been renewed with updated components for two-sided scanning. 
Edging equipment fitted with these scanners eliminates the need to turn the piece in 
the infeed, thereby increasing capacity.  Edging automation has also been modernised 
through the use of more modern processors and new HEINOLA interfaces.



HEINOLA has developed a new solution to combine 
transverse quality scanning and lengthwise profi le 
scanning in the edging of side boards. The fi rst device 
was delivered in summer 2016 to Kuhmo Oy. The device 
combines a FinScan BoardMaster grading scanner for 
transverse scanning, and a HEINOLA edging, scanning 
and control automation system. 

TRANSVERSE MEASURING 
REVEALS THE QUALITY
A new FinScan BoardMaster E1-50 HDL grading scanner 
has been installed on the front of the edging equipment; 
it scans transversely from above to measure and optimise 
boards based on their quality. The automation system 
will then transmit the scanning data to the HEINOLA 
edging control automation system.  The data on the 
board analysed by the system is combined with the 

board data from the HEINOLA profi le scanning to 
achieve the best possible result when edging the board. 

If the grading scanner results are not usable for any 
reason, the boards are optimised and edged using the 
profi le scanner data, as previously. The optimisation 
result given by the quality grader may also be a decision 
to reject the piece, whereby it will be automatically 
dropped through the rejection hatch before edging takes 
place.  

The new HEINOLA automation system also measures 
each board’s profi le lengthwise, as previously, but now 
the FinScan optimisation data is placed over the scanned 
profi le, both sets of data are combined, and the best 
possible position for the end result is calculated while 
taking into account the yield value. The quality grader 
is equipped with three additional thickness scanners to 
improve wane identifi cation.

HEINOLA INTRODUCES
new edging equipment with a focus on board quality



THE BLADES OF THE EDGING SAW are 
controlled in accordance with the combined data 
from the HEINOLA profi le scanner and FinScan 
quality optimisation system, utilising skew cutting to 
achieve the best possible yield value for the piece.

In terms of modernisation solutions, the current 
AMM-403 profi ling scanner and ABB SELMA-2 
optimisation computer were replaced with a new 
scanning and automation system developed by 
HEINOLA, based on an industrial computer and PC/
Windows user interface.  

Optimisation results and disruption notifi cations 
will be shown on the display of the PC user interface 
located at the edging maintenance point, providing 
a location from which alarm resets and similar 
actions can be carried out.

This device can bring signifi cant improvements in 
primary-stage side board yield value. 

EDGING 
the best result with the help of skew cutting



Efficient and
robust sawline

solutions

Precise utilisation 
of raw materials

High levels of 
accuracy and impeccable 

surface quality

Controlled curve
sawing with

a minimum radius



SAWLINES
EDGING

LUMBER HANDLING 
DRYING KILNS

CHIPPERS
AUTOMATION
HEINOLA CARE



Heinola Sawmill Machinery Inc. • P.O. Box 24, FI-18101 Heinola, Finland
Tel. +358 (0)3 848 411 • www.heinolasm.fi
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